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2 3Faded Bay Muthu Palaniappan (9)

This is my first year teaching a Creative Writing class at this school and my 
first year of supervising the publication of Soundings; both have been incred-
ible experiences that have brought me into contact with a variety of multi-tal-
ented students.  Art – of any form – is tricky: it’s so subjective that one person 
will tell you it’s amazing while another is left neutral, it’s not always obvious 
when you are making technical progress, and because of its highly person-
al nature, you can never be sure that what you were envisioning when you 
created the piece will get across clearly to your readers and viewers.  That is 
precisely why I would like to applaud each and every student who submit-
ted to this magazine.  It’s not easy to take something entirely of your own 
imagination and share it with others.  Whether your pieces were inspired by 
a class assignment or by your own instincts, I hope you are proud and excited 
to have the chance to share them.  Thank you to my wonderful and hilarious 
CW students, and thank you also to the team of students who wanted to be 
a part of Soundings even if it meant committing extensive out-of-class time.  
Thank you also to Mr. Tyler, Ashley, and Michelle for helping me understand 
everything we needed to print and for creating such a great layout.  Happy 
reading!

 — Sarah Thermond

*The issue in full color can be found online at saratogasoundings.weebly.com
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the color of blood Cheryl Wang (9)

the color of blood is not scarlet
or crimson red. it is the rusting
of old metal and the frothing
tantrums of lava. it is an overripe
strawberry left unpicked on
the vine to rot. it is a rose with 
thorns or a leaf in autumn, 
blown awry by vengeful gusts of 
wind. it is streaks of watercolor
against the canvas of the evening 
sky. it is a grain of sand in the 
harsh desert or a pebble in a small 
stream. it is a pomegranate in 
persephone’s hands or a single 
perfect red apple in the basket 
of an elderly woman.

Quarters Lisa Yu (12)

I.
the universe faceted into fourths,
four faces fissured into eighths,
we race the orbits around the light
that grants us our portraits,
beating shards
though they may be.

II.
you and i
are the same until the earth is conceived
around the hearth
in an ill-fitting,
spinning glass robe.
imaginary threads around the forge
make acrobats of us all.

III.
radial dancer,
we watch stifled
as you disintegrate before us
from the tips first: fingers blinking like
lights tossed around a figure,
the ringed arms, torso, and hips,
pendulum thighs that
cleave the dust, and
cut our breath,
split our eyes.

IV.
at the nucleus of everything–
You,
who married the Earth.
You,
great gardener who sowed our hearts
to flighty lungs.
You,
who speaks like dashed thunder,
a vibrating gas so soft it could carry
on the backs of flies.

Star Trails Jeanna Sheen (11)
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To You Camille Bismonte (12)

I once had a white umbrella,
Porcelain and new,
Making all the others seem inferior.
 
Over time it turned into a sulky gray
Its colors molting and fading
I screamed, I screamed
 
My trembling fingers
Were pricked by the rotting wood
Under a pitch-black umbrella sky
 
My willow tree tears solidified
Pretending I forgot it
I desperately sought for new a one
 
As I did after you.

7

Star Trails Jeanna Sheen (11)



There are so many cracks in the sky
For today, the sky is dappled,
the light leaking downwards:
reaching, stretching, longing
for a taste of Earthen life

A hundred cosmic mirrors, 
travelling in their own elliptical orbits, 
reflecting sunlight 
with a scientific precision at Earth
and finally a sliver escapes 
from the head-on confrontation with the equator, 
to Saratoga, here with our
dancing flowers, painted silicon, 
and our downtown jargon: 
fiddy eights and smashed cigarettes, 
ground deep into the sidewalk. 

An abolitionist’s daughter, 
lived and died here,
among fertile green and 
the comforts of small town living:
a scarless yet fitting ending
to a 
bloody 
time. 

The trees here reach up–
they try their best to ignore
the spontaneous wavelengths of discordance 
in a crow’s repertoire. 

The tree huggers have the trees’ backs: 
a few scratches for the kids, 
sincerely, from the trees, 
in thanks. 

We know how high an oak or a pine
can grow: we only trim the tops, 
never
sever
their connection to the arid brown below. 
But our knowledge of the sycamore is limited. 

Cracked dirt keeps us all up at night, 
as umbrellas lay,  
dusty and remotely forgotten, 
with steady wait. 
Four years now, and a fourth gone. 
But things haven’t changed in the Central Valley. 

As a pair of dusty overalls
bends down, inspects a little
then straightens,
with a disappointed slump;
pennies for peaches, 
dug out of back pockets, 
are no longer enough.  

The soulful thrums of BB King 
have sung their vibrant jingle, 
the finale rang loudly through concert halls; 
then the thrill is gone, 
having slowly seeped away, along with him:  
in a manner much like that of 
the golden elixir from above. 

But we’re willfully ignorant to others slipping away, 
shots fired in downtown Ramadi, 
because here in downtown Saratoga, 
the only things fired up 
are 
creativity and Teslas.

95070 Danya Wang (9)

For my project, I photographed the skies of Saratoga to capture the beauty [we] Saratogans are surrounded 
by but yet fail to recognize. The collection is to remind all of us that once in a while, instead of looking down 
into our phones or textbooks, we should just look around for once.

— Alex Yagobi, “Saratoga Skies”  collection8 9



Frozen Melissa Hoffman (12)10 11



Tomorrow
Is an ominous word,
Spinning a web of the milliseconds
In each rising day,
Seeking out one fleeting speck of time
In the ocean that is your future,
It could be a destiny teeming with emotions
Or shrouded in darkness.
 
Tomorrow,
All the love within your heart
Could break free and soar,
Beaming with joy and
Breathless with elation,
You see the sky above, full of possibilities,
Where shards of daydreams fly
Among the fluffy clouds.
 
Tomorrow
Sprouts hope inside your soul,
Like tiny seeds nestled in the rich dark
Soil beneath our toes, we wait
For the day when something beautiful will grow,
The juice of its fruit will sparkle
Like an elixir in the rising sun,
Maybe it will blossom tomorrow.

But tomorrow
Is just one day in our lives, just
One blink in the endless lapse of time,
Sometimes it matters too much
To us, every moment is a trial to prove 
Our place on this revolving earth,
But when you look behind you, back in time,
You see that it was only yesterday. 

Maturing months, chilling air, 
Days of red, gold, and rust, 
Autumn, you bring raindrops 
To drum on the Earth. You say, 
So long! to green and strip
Trees of their summer leaves, 
Steal them away like a thief, 
One by one, until you leave 
A last leaf on each bare branch. 
Soon, Winter with his bluster 
Will send these staunch soldiers
Down to meet brown ground. 
That’s when you abdicate, 
Autumn, leaving the rain
Behind to plunge in volleys, 
And become cold as ice.

Life Design: Nature Anisha Byri (9), Oil paint

Life Design: Nature 2 Anisha Byri (9), Oil paint

A Short-Lived Destiny Mira Park (9)

Captain Aarya Mecwan (11)
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once i dreamed of fire
in blushing sparks of coal
that seemed to peer within myself
and delve inside my soul

once i dreamed of water
that churned in oceans blue
to drown me in a nightmare
i never knew i knew

once i dreamed of wind
that howled within my heart
and blew me high until i flew
and dropped back to the start

once i dreamed of earth
and fell into the depths
but never did i rise again
 for none of me was left.

(Derived from the eponymous line from “October” by 
Robert Frost)

Enchant the land with amethyst!
Purple innocence of youth
Childhood days to be missed
In somber gazes, solemn wist.

Enchant the land with emeralds green!
Blooming love in fields galore
Hark! and let the angels sing
Songs of longing in planes unseen.

Enchant the land with sapphires!
Blue towers of romance lost
Mourning cries in oceans, dire
Resounding clangs of Apollo’s lyre.

Enchant the land with rubies red!
Howling calls of desert winds
Meandering paths of rage misled
Thundering, with reason fled.

Enchant the Land with Amethyst Cheryl Wang (9)

once I dreamed of fire Cheryl Wang (9)

Judgment Caitlin Ju (11), Watercolor
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Fish Yena Jeong (12)

The fruit and star’s herald,
the wisp of moonlight hovering over your shoulder,
the slow, dewy lick of clouds
that, kissing the atmosphere,
envelops the horizon in dyed strips of fiery fabrics.

Eventide Yena Jeong (12)

Slanted Yena Jeong (12)

“I am slanted, tilted. Never straight, but 
crooked.”



Any time when you feel difficult 
and don’t want to continue
doing things that you are doing.
 just keep in mind:
it will end anyway 
and become just a memory 
that can make you proud of yourself,
or not

Any Time When Helena Arbuzov (10)

Stanford M
elissa H

offm
an (12)

16 Rest Michelle Hoffman (12) 17



The bitter mists of morning 
Have long since turned to day
If I could hear the evening stars 
This is what they’d say: 
Beware the shadows of the night 
That oft’n lead astray 
And trust the feeble light of dawn 
To guide you on your way.

An Ode to Dayspring Cheryl Wang (9)

Yoisho Camille Bismonte (12) 19

When the woods come alive,
You can hear
The groaning,
As these ancient kings,
Gnarled and old,
Uproot themselves
From their homes. 

When the woods come alive,
You can feel
The anger,
For they’ve been
Disturbed from
Their slumber,
Due to your actions.

When the woods come alive,
You can taste
The mutilated blood
As it fills the air.
As those gnarled oaks
Crunch on human flesh.
As they enjoy it. 

When the woods come alive,
We can remember
The taste of blood,
Bitter in our mouths.
The feel of desperation,
Knowing we cannot stop it.
The cries of agony,
As our brothers fall before our eyes.

That is what we have
Inflicted upon them. 

They are simply
Returning the favor. 

i am a ship in a bottle
i was crafted by
hours of sweaty palms
shaky wrinkled hands
wielding thin sticks
creating a beautiful
mast and billowing sails
 fastened inside
 my impossible chamber
and now i look out
behind my glass walls
and i am trapped.

The sound.
The sound of gunfire,
entering his head
looking over, finding Sawyer
lying on the ground - dead
Dead all over

The sound.
The sound of shells,
dropping next to him
“I’ve been hit” Johnny yells
looking over to see his limb
Never got to meet “the one”

The sound.
The sound of fate,
screaming in his ear
“Don’t forget to save the date”!
He just wants silence. No more fear.
No more help from little green clovers

The sound.
The sound of peace,
people gathered all around,
to see him lowered in the ground

No more sound.
Just him
Laid out in a box — dead
Dead all over.

When the Woods Come Alive Peter VandeVort (11)

ship in a bottle Katrina Coglitore (11)

It’s a Date! Wyatt Schulman (11)
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Kitchen Aesthetic Kitty Huang (9), Colored pencil

21

You laughed,
You cried.
You struggled,
Survived.

You lived,
You died.
No matter what,
You tried.

Tried to be there,
Tried to help.
Tried to support,
Giving yourself.

Not giving up,
Not letting go.
Never goodbye,
Always hello.

Staying up late,
Falling asleep.
To be there again,
To rinse and repeat.

Without you,
There is no me.
Thanks to you,
I can finally be free.

Thank you.

Some believe marvels lie only in the colossal 
Like the storm crushing the Spanish Armada for England,
Like the Lord Jesus walking on water,
Like Malala surviving after a bullet through her brain. 

Yes, these are marvels indeed;
But I believe in marvels of the commonplace:

Like sauntering among the sweetgum trees 
       as hummingbirds tour the branches,
Like watching a sunset unfold in the sky 
       with a touch of pink and a dash of orange,
Like listening to wine-red instruments in the symphony,  
       so heavenly, worthy of a god, 
Like helping my grandmother fold clothes
       her golden bangles chiming on her weathered wrists, 
Like admiring my younger brother 
       enlightening us on world news nightly at dinner,  
Like sipping my favorite green tea 
       at just the right temperature, 
Like basking in the sunlight of my casement window 
       as beams dance across the bedroom. 

Ordinary people are marvels, 
       burning bright at times and turning inwards at others
       as if they were each their own galaxies. 
When they smile, it is a marvel;
       when they cry, it is one too,
       and I marvel at how they ever keep going. 
The complexity of the human brain 
       like the stars we will never see 
       are marvels, one and all. 

Thank You Nate Ney (12) Marvels Aarya Mecwan (11)
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if i were to be a mockingbird
then the world would be my nest
the thought of eternal peace recurred
a place for the people, coalesced
but i am no bird nor beast
and power have i none
for peace is now a dream deceased
and nothing can be done.

Childhood Dream Cheryl Wang (9) 

another coffin in the earth
for another death too soon
another gravestone raised
on a chilly afternoon.

i cannot think, i cannot see
through this thick glaze of grief
my heart is numbly hollow
from this drug of disbelief.

they say that you were beautiful
and charming, bright, and kind
but did you ever stop and think
about the ones you left behind?

(my hand cannot stop shaking
as i write this eulogy
my frame, it is quaking
with the force of primal seas)

tell me, where you put the pain
and how you hid the tears
when you looked me in the eye each morn
with such congenial cheer?

i dream about it in the night
when i think of your last breath
that the first sincere smile you ever gave
was in the face of death.

An Eulogy Cheryl Wang (9) 

I was cautious, white 
waxy-lipped, blotted
dry to the touch
so that the woods took me in at first inhale.
they gave me the sun in cradled oak, 
and I saw therein my family, a bony outline
visible by the light through the trees,
that branched upwards like
the seams in a bridal gown,
and the faces
of my gentle waving siblings 
that ran in the cloth. 
But then they FOUND ME OUT!
By the nettles that caught my arm,
they saw the blood
and understood me for what I was: a 
mosquito-hearted cheat, a
Tar veined sinner,
and the branches coiled and 
burnt at my feverish blood like 
cigarette butts, ashes 
at my feet, and I 
heard the puckered gasp as the 
ground excavated a shivering breath and 
cast me out, while 
the sun rippled falsely, 
a stranger in the window.  

Trespasser on a Private Wood Lisa Yu (12)

Sometimes, ugly ducklings
will grow into ugly ducks
 
and caterpillars will
grow into moths and not
butterflies

because fairy
tales are just tales for fairies,

and we ain’t fairies.

Reality Cheryl Wang (9)

23Down to the Root Sarah Auches (10), Micron pen on paper 

Heart in Flames Sarah Auches (10) Lone Butterfly Sarah Auches (10)
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Blackberries, still fresh from the vine
Patterned fabric, weathered with time
Children in the sandbox searching for lost things
Ah—I know not what summer brings.

Newly caught fish simmering over a grill
Red-faced athletes racing over the hills
A songbird in the trees, outstretching her wings
Ah—I know not what summer brings.

Old men in overalls playing cards in the shade
Mothers safely inside, drinking lemonade
Chubby-cheeked toddlers being pushed on the swings
Ah—I know not what summer brings.

Neighborhood boys kicking dust on the streets
Dogs sleeping on porches, weary from heat
Mockingbirds roosting, tiring of spring
Ah—I know not what summer brings.

I Know Not What Summer Brings Cheryl Wang (9)

Dream JR Im (10), Ink and watercolor 25

I find myself
Kicking and screaming into adulthood
I don’t want my life to end on a dusty shelf
But it probably could.
 
I struggle
To count wasted time on the clock
Wondering if I could just die young:
Forever immortalized
 
I’ve lost myself
Amongst the myriad of lost memories--
Robbed memories, memories I have never lived
Running through the dilapidated film that is my mind
 
I am
The tears I have shed over frivolous things
The events I never attended,
And the people I never spoke to.
 
I have become Calvin and Hobbes’ ashamed regret:
A childhood unexamined or lived.

Freezing Time Caitlin Ju (11), Watercolor

Confession Camille Bismonte (12)
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Television static stagnates the rippling, tranquil sharpness of herbal
Aroma, trying to fish out a tangible rustle of laughter in the
Static. The clock’s hand creaks over to a second
Mark, the relic’s joints strained.
The fragrance drifts back
And prickles my arms
With warm
Mint spice like the
 Cracked jade bracelet protecting
 A fragile wrist. I shift wriggling toes in
Grizzled carpet radiating with time, from scattered
Antiquities thrown on shelves—gingerly thrown. Only
Now recollect myself to the sturdy tick of the clock, born from
Haste and past, unsettled but sedated in the rugged room, elastic and 
Jumping to burrow into Ong Ngoai’s tightly-woven tweed. A breath of rippling
Aroma. I press my head on gravel of grandpa’s gray hair, to his chuckle—Words,
Static—wondering if my laughter bounces through the ancient breath in a dragon’s 
Home.

Untitled Nicole Eckerman (12)

Ong Ngoai’s Dragon Home Tiffany Vu (10)

27

I stick my head out the window
Though I know I shouldn’t,
Feel the balmy air kissing me, 
Hear the radio blasting music 
Though I know we shouldn’t. 

The sky, now near deep violet,
Reveals faint stars as we speed. 
Past redwoods, past the school, 
On up into the mountains 
Though I know we shouldn’t. 

Looking down at the city 
Lit by golden street lights 
We forsake our hilltop view 
For a visit to a smoke shop 
Though I know we shouldn’t. 

Before I know it, we arrive 
Though I know we shouldn’t. 
Entranced by the purple lights,
The crowd wreathed by smoke  
Though I know they shouldn’t,

Cruising Aarya Mecwan (11)

Wanderings Sandy You (11), Block print

But I wonder who they are, 
And what they did to get there
At this exact moment when 
We got there from the mountain 
Though I knew we shouldn’t. 

Suddenly, I want a change: 
To see a couple holding hands 
Instead of a crowd in smoke;
And then I start crying
Though I know I shouldn’t. 

More than driving around, 
Though I know I shouldn’t, 
I want something tangible, 
Or some soul dear to me, and 
For once, I know I should. 
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Alien Coffee Shop Matthew Peterson (12), Ink and Watercolor
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You used to be my biggest fan.
Every show, every step, every bit,
You were always in the stands.

You clapped for every jump I’d land,
Even when my costume didn’t fit.
You used to be my biggest fan.

When my spitefulness grew out of hand,
When I told you I wanted to quit,
You were always in the stands.

You helped me quick-change, tights in hand,
And I still said, “I just can’t take it.”
You used to be my biggest fan.

When my battements stopped being grande,
And I said I’d had my fix,
You were still in the stands.

Now, I can no longer dance.
The movements tear me into bits.
You used to be my biggest fan.
You were always in the stands.

number one Katrina Coglitore (11)

Why must you howl so bitterly, wind!
Who has dared to wrong you? Pray,
Tell me so I may find the offender
And quell you of your grievous rage
Is it perhaps the cold, or frost
That anger you into biting squalls
Or perhaps, is it the falling leaves
That irritate your breezes in the fall?
 Is it the rain, that maddens you so
Or hail, or sleet, or ice, or snow?
For when they come, you haunt the streets
And bring with you your treacherous blows.
Is it the ocean that troubles you most
Into unleashing your unearthly screams?
Or is it the deserts, in their lonely dunes
That drive you to your deceitful schemes?
You seem so merry with the sun
And aberrantly tender with the moon
Yet when they hide behind the clouds
You surround yourself in unwelcoming gloom.
Why must you howl so bitterly, wind!
Tell me quickly, before the morning dew
Evaporates in the rays of dawn 
And you begin your shrieks anew.

Why must you howl so bitterly, wind! Cheryl Wang (9) 

Fetal Hearts Sandy You (11), Block print
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